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Executive Summary 

University of Hawai i̒ at Hilo (UH Hilo) seeks a collaborative and innovative leader to serve as its 

next vice chancellor for academic affairs (VCAA). 

UH Hilo was founded in 1947 and has carried its name since 1970. As a public liberal arts and 

science university within the ten-campus University of Hawai i̒ (UH) System, UH Hilo offers a 

rigorous and engaging curriculum with opportunities for research and hands-on learning based on 

Hawai i̒ Island, a location that provides a natural living laboratory for geology, astronomy, 

agriculture and marine science. With an enrollment of nearly 3,500 students, UH Hilo offers 

approximately 50 bachelor’s, master’s and doctorate degrees and over 40 certificates in various 

fields of study. The university develops academic programs to meet community and workforce 

needs. Some of UH Hilo’s programs are truly one of a kind. Ka Haka ʻUla O Keʻelikōlani College of 

Hawaiian Language is internationally recognized for language revitalization. The Tropical 

Conservation Biology and Environmental Science (TCBES) Graduate Program is emerging as a 

center of excellence in the Pacific that is capitalizing on Hawai i̒’s unique natural resources. The 

Daniel K. Inouye College of Pharmacy continues to be the only pharmacy school in the State and 

in the Pacific. 

UH Hilo prides itself on the wide diversity of ethnic and cultural origin of its students. It was 

ranked the No. 1 Most Diverse National University by U.S. News & World Report, 2020 Best 

College Rankings and in 2018, the Chronicle of Higher Education Almanac ranked it No. 1 for the 

most diverse four-year public university in the nation. Like the UH System, UH Hilo strives to be a 

leader in indigenous education.  

It is an exciting and challenging time to be at UH Hilo as the university’s impact on its students, 

the community and the region continues to grow. The UH Hilo Research and Technology Park 

represents a future opportunity where land development and science innovation can complement 

each other and provide the creation of a commercial mixed-use district to stimulate campus life. 

Over the last decade UH Hilo has established new—and often innovative and interdisciplinary— 

undergraduate and graduate programs that meet regional needs. For more information about UH 

Hilo, please see hilo.hawaii.edu. 

In partnership and collaboration with Chancellor Bonnie D. Irwin, who joined the Hilo community 

in July 2019, the vice chancellor for academic affairs will chart a new academic path forward. 

Serving as the campus’s chief academic officer, the VCAA will provide a broad vision and executive 

leadership in the overall planning, organization and administration of academic programs. The 

VCAA will be responsible for budget, resource allocation, curriculum review, accreditation and 

program assessment and will represent the Division of Academic Affairs to the UH System. The 

incoming VCAA must possess the interpersonal, managerial and communication skills to build 

partnerships with both internal and external colleagues and stakeholders. The candidate will be 

expected to develop efficient and equitable processes to ensure a high-functioning Academic 

Affairs unit. The next vice chancellor should have a solid understanding and knowledge of student 

success best practices and an ability to develop a vision for faculty professional development. The 

ideal candidate will also be a creative and collaborative leader who listens and respects the voices 

http://www.olelo.hawaii.edu/
http://www.olelo.hawaii.edu/
http://tcbes.uhh.hawaii.edu/
http://tcbes.uhh.hawaii.edu/
http://pharmacy.uhh.hawaii.edu/
https://hilo.hawaii.edu/
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of faculty, staff and students during the decision-making process. The vice chancellor should be 

transparent, courageous, student-centered and possess considerable cultural competency and an 

understanding and appreciation of the Native Hawaiian culture. An earned doctorate or 

appropriate terminal degree as well as credentials that merit appointment as a tenured full 

professor is required. 

To submit a nomination or express personal interest in this position, please see the “Procedure for 

Candidacy" at the end of this document. 
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Role of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs 

The vice chancellor for academic affairs provides leadership for the overall planning, organization 

and administration of academic and academically-related programs. The VCAA serves as the chief 

academic officer to the chancellor; conducts budget development and resource allocation within 

Academic Affairs; oversees curriculum review, accreditation and program review; recommends 

academic policy development and revision; represents Academic Affairs to the UH System; works 

with the academic deans/directors and others reporting to this office; and monitors instructional 

personnel processes and actions. 

The VCAA’s responsibilities include but are not limited to: 

▪ Academic Administration: Guides academic planning and curriculum review; proposes and 

implements academic policy; oversees accreditation process and program review; serves as a 

liaison to the UH System offices, other UH campuses, external agencies (i.e., State 

Legislature, Hawai i̒ County, Department of Education, etc.) and the community on 

instructional programs. 

▪ Personnel Administration and Development: Works with deans/directors, institutional 

research officer and academic success center specialists; evaluates recommendations for 

new/reallocated faculty/staff positions; maintains oversight of compliance procedures (EEO, 

ADA, etc.); oversees instructional and professional staff development in academic and 

academically-related programs.  

▪ Personnel Evaluation: Evaluates deans/directors and others reporting to this position; 

appoints tenure and promotion review committees and oversees related personnel 

procedures; reviews files and recommends action on applications for faculty promotion and 

tenure; reviews and recommends action on faculty merit, market, equity and retention salary 

adjustments. 

▪ Fiscal Administration: Supervises budget development for Academic Affairs and 

academically-related units; allocates and re-allocates funds and resources as appropriate 

within academic and academically-related programs and units; takes part in planning, 

developing and presenting the university’s operating and capital budgets and program change 

requests. 

▪ General Administration: Prepares reports, correspondence, communications and press 

releases; makes speeches and presentations; coordinates Academic Affairs with 

Administrative Affairs, Student Affairs, University Relations and other university divisions; 

oversees Commencement and other academic ceremonies; chairs and co-chairs the VCAA 

Council, Council of Deans and Directors and other committees, implementation teams and 

task forces; attends meetings, including Council of Vice Chancellors, Faculty Congress and 

Council of Chief Academic Officers. 

▪ External Relations: Consults with groups relevant to the university; serves on community 

and advisory boards; attends administrative and professional conferences, presents papers 

and publishes articles; promotes the university to external constituencies; and assists in UH 

Foundation and other fundraising efforts.
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Opportunities and Expectations for Leadership 

The University of Hawai i̒ at Hilo has set its sights on becoming a gateway for upward mobility that 

raises the quality of life for students and also lifts up the community. It seeks a forward-thinking, 

collaborative and creative leader to chart a new academic path forward. 

The vice chancellor for academic affairs will be asked to address the following critical leadership 

issues, among others: 

▪ Create a strategic vision for the future of UH Hilo. 

As the only four-year baccalaureate campus on Hawai i̒ Island, UH Hilo is a primary economic 

driver in the region and the future of the university and the local community are inextricably 

linked. Along with Chancellor Irwin, the VCAA will lead an assessment process of academic 

programs, identifying UH Hilo’s unique strengths, analyzing market demands and finding 

opportunities for the university to respond to student and community interests. It will be 

important for the vice chancellor to employ both an inclusive approach and courageous 

leadership to establish common priorities, build an interdisciplinary structure that fosters 

collaboration and partnerships among units, and embark upon a renewal of the curriculum at 

the undergraduate and graduate levels. 

The VCAA will need to expand alternate forms of instruction beyond face-to-face delivery in a 

way that not only serves traditional students, but meets the needs of non-traditional students 

and those living in rural areas. A constant challenge is adapting degree programs to address 

both students on campus and those in underserved areas of Hawai i̒ Island. Well-designed 

programs should be accessible to both students residing in areas with low college going rates 

and people with some college but no degree. Additionally, increasing student engagement in 

applied learning and independent research will better prepare students to make an impact in 

their community. UH Hilo must consider new academic offerings in partnership with the local 

community, government agencies, industry, the UH System (and the other nine campuses in 

the system) and especially Hawai i̒ Community College. 

▪ Build, develop and empower academic leadership and infrastructure. 

The VCAA will need to focus immediately on filling key positions and developing an 

infrastructure to build a high-functioning Academic Affairs unit. It is crucial that the vice 

chancellor work with and through the shared governance system in order to promote trust, 

respect and transparency to empower the academic leadership team and strengthen their 

individual and collective impact on the university. 

The vice chancellor manages the budget for Academic Affairs and academically-related units. 

Serving as a strong advocate for the campus’s budget within the UH System will be essential. 

Moreover, in this resource-constrained environment, the VCAA should look broadly at funding 

sources and make decisions that have the greatest impact for UH Hilo as it seeks to develop 

and enhance programs that create market distinction for the university. Funding allocations 

should be communicated with clarity and transparency and demonstrate alignment with 

university strategy and goals.  
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The VCAA should also be committed to mentorship and professional development to support 

faculty as they grow in their own scholarship as well as their ability to meet the learning needs 

of a diverse population of students. An awareness of collective bargaining and experience with 

unionized staff will enable the VCAA to adopt creative approaches in motivating and 

supporting staff through changes. 

▪ Create a campus culture grounded in mutual trust and respect, transparency, 

communication and collaboration. 

With a new chancellor and VCAA, UH Hilo has a tremendous opportunity to reinvigorate the 

campus culture around a core vision and common values. The vice chancellor will be expected 

to lead by example, setting the expectation for a high level of accountability and collaboration 

across campus, while considering the importance of the Hawaiian culture, language and 

values as it relates to working on campus, within the community and across the state. The 

VCAA will listen thoughtfully with a deep desire to learn and understand various viewpoints, 

make careful, data-informed decisions in a timely manner, clearly communicate those 

decisions and the rationale for them, and put those decisions into action to establish and 

maintain a strong sense of progress, forward momentum and institutional pride. The vice 

chancellor must be willing to engage the campus in difficult conversations and lead the 

individuals involved and the community toward resolution through openness, sincerity and 

mutual respect. Underlying these efforts must be a steadfast commitment to collaboration and 

to creating an inclusive environment where a wide range of viewpoints and perspectives is 

sought out, engaged with, listened to, considered, respected and valued. 

▪ Foster a culture promoting a holistic view of student success. 

Due to an increasingly competitive higher education climate and an improving economy, UH 

Hilo’s enrollment has declined over the last few years. Additionally, the one-year retention rate 

for first-time freshmen is around 69%; the four-year and six-year graduation rates hover 

around 21% and 42% respectively. The one-year retention rate for transfer students is around 

74%. Enrollment management must begin with improving retention and graduation rates. The 

VCAA will bring promising practices on student success to help UH Hilo become a "student-

ready campus" that understands how to support its diverse scholars in their pursuit of a 

college degree and better leverage the educational experience for career opportunities. 

Fostering a cooperative workshop relationship between Academic Affairs and Student Affairs 

will be essential to thinking of outside-the-box ways to enhance student learning beyond the 

classroom, which could result in greater student engagement and lead to more successful 

educational outcomes. 

With tuition revenue now outpacing state funding, it will be critical for the incoming VCAA to 

focus on growing back to and maintaining its 4,000 student population. Recruitment and 

enrollment efforts will benefit from leveraging more sophisticated forms of data analysis to 

identify programs for growth and exploring alternative course delivery methods, including 

online and distance education. Finally, although Hawai i̒ Community College is housed adjacent 

to the campus, transfer rates are low. There is a significant opportunity to strengthen the 

partnership with Hawai i̒ Community College and other community colleges across the state 

and develop a pipeline of potential transfer students. 
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▪ Further UH Hilo’s goal to become a model indigenous serving institution. 

Since January 2012, Hawai i̒ Papa O Ke Ao, a presidential appointed work committee 

comprised of representatives from each of the campuses in the UH System, has been tasked 

with developing, implementing and assessing strategic actions to make the University of 

Hawai i̒ a leader in indigenous education. UH Hilo is well positioned to significantly contribute 

to this effort given its rich setting of Hawaiian language, cultural and national environment 

that provides multiple opportunities for its students, faculty and staff to engage in academic 

study, research and service. The VCAA will play an integral role in supporting and enhancing 

the strategies articulated in UH Hilo's Hawai i̒ Papa O Ke Ao plan. 

https://www.hawaii.edu/hawaiipapaokeao/
http://hawaiipapaokeao.uhh.hawaii.edu/docs/HPOKAUHH.pdf
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Professional Qualifications and Personal Qualities 

The ideal candidate will have the following professional qualifications and personal qualities: 

Minimum Qualifications  

▪ Earned doctorate or appropriate terminal degree in discipline appropriate to a comprehensive 

university with undergraduate and graduate programs 

 

▪ Attained the academic rank of professor or have demonstrated a record of comparable 

professional experience prior to appointment 

▪ Established record of excellence in teaching, research and service 

▪ A minimum of five (5) years of successful senior level (e.g., dean/director) management 

experience in a college or university with undergraduate and graduate programs 

▪ Excellent oral and written communication skills 

▪ Experience at a comprehensive university with undergraduate and graduate programs 

▪ Experience working effectively in a multicultural community 

▪ Demonstrated record of responding to needs and trends in higher education 

▪ Demonstrated ability in problem solving and decision making 

▪ Demonstrated ability in conflict resolution 

▪ Experience in managing complex budgets and interpreting financial statements 

▪ Experience in establishing and maintaining effective working relationships with multiple 

constituencies 

▪ Demonstrated commitment to diversity and equity and experience in working among and with 

multicultural populations 

▪ Demonstrated commitment to consultative and collaborative processes 

Desirable Qualifications  

▪ Proven success in obtaining external funding resources  

▪ Senior-level management experience in a state university within a university system  

▪ Demonstrated ability to successfully manage programs when faced with budget constraints  

▪ Understand and/or appreciate the unique island and Native Hawaiian culture  

▪ Familiarity with a unionized environment and/or labor relations  
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About the University of Hawaiʻi at Hilo 

Overview 

The University of Hawai i̒ at Hilo is characterized as a comprehensive, regional university. 

Scholarship and research are an important part of faculty work and student engagement, but the 

primary focus is on providing high-quality baccalaureate and limited postgraduate education. 

While UH Hilo actively recruits residents of Hawai i̒ Island, its programs are also attractive to 

prospective students from other islands, the continental U.S. and internationally. Students across 

the State may select UH Hilo not only for its distinctive undergraduate programs, but for its rural 

setting, its intimate character or for an interest in leaving home without leaving the State. 

Within its graduate programs, UH Hilo offers two Ph.D. programs, the Doctor of Pharmacy, several 

master’s programs and the Doctorate of Nursing Practice with a rural focus. UH Hilo will continue 

to support its unique programs at the postgraduate level by maintaining their quality and 

relevance and ensuring appropriate enrollments for the foreseeable future.  

Learn more about the University of Hawai i̒ at Hilo at the following links: 

▪ UH Hilo at a Glance 

▪ Leadership 

▪ Athletics 

▪ Campus Life 

▪ UH System

https://hilo.hawaii.edu/prospective/glance.php
https://hilo.hawaii.edu/leadership/
https://hiloathletics.com/
https://hilo.hawaii.edu/campuslife/
https://www.hawaii.edu/about-uh/
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Academics 

UH Hilo’s primary mission is to educate its 

students and graduate responsible citizens, 

lifelong learners and productive employees. 

Beyond that, the university has talented 

faculty and staff who contribute greatly to the 

civic and social fabric of our community and 

lend their expertise to any number of issues 

including public health, K-12 education, 

economic stability, natural disasters, climate 

change, environmental conservation, 

sustainable agriculture and more. A 

dedication to quality education is found in 

each of the six colleges, with many programs 

and activities not found anywhere else in the 

world. Where else will you find Computer 

Science students placing in the top six percent 

on national computer science exams, studying alongside Hawaiian Studies students who are 

working their way toward the only master’s degree in an indigenous language offered in the 

nation? In fact, at UH Hilo, these two programs are perfectly compatible. In 1999-2000, it was a 

UH Hilo Hawaiian Studies undergraduate who designed the most advanced computer program for 

any indigenous language in the world! 

Student engagement is facilitated by a number of high-impact practices such as internships, 

participation in scholarly research, study away programs, service learning and other applied and 

active learning opportunities.  

General Education Core and Integrative Requirements  

Colleges and Programs 

Learn more about the different academic programs offered at UH Hilo: 

▪ College of Agriculture, Forestry and Natural Resource Management (CAFNRM) 

▪ College of Arts and Sciences (CAS) 

▪ College of Business and Economics (CoBE) 

▪ Center for Community Engagement (CCE) 

▪ College of Natural and Health Sciences (CNHS) 

▪ Daniel K. Inouye College of Pharmacy (DKICP) 

▪ Distance Learning 

▪ Graduate Division 

▪ Ka Haka ‘Ula O Ke‘elikōlani, College of Hawaiian Language 

▪ Research Programs 

Find more information about a specific degree or certificate program. 

https://hilo.hawaii.edu/academics/gened/
https://hilo.hawaii.edu/academics/cafnrm/
https://hilo.hawaii.edu/academics/cas/
http://business.uhh.hawaii.edu/
https://hilo.hawaii.edu/cce/
https://hilo.hawaii.edu/academics/cnhs/
http://pharmacy.uhh.hawaii.edu/
https://hilo.hawaii.edu/academics/dl/
https://hilo.hawaii.edu/academics/graduate/
http://www.olelo.hawaii.edu/
http://www.olelo.hawaii.edu/
http://www.olelo.hawaii.edu/
http://www.olelo.hawaii.edu/
https://hilo.hawaii.edu/research/
https://hilo.hawaii.edu/degrees/
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Research at UH Hilo 

UH Hilo faculty are active in a variety of research, scholarly and creative activities. There is a 

special emphasis on place-based, applied research and scholarly activity of short- and long- term 

benefit to the people of Hawai i̒ Island, the State and the Pacific region. For example: 

▪ UH Hilo faculty do world class research on indigenous languages that helps promote 

the revitalization of the Hawaiian language and culture. 

▪ Tropical conservation biology and environmental sciences researchers study the history of the 

evolution of species in Hawai i̒, study the impacts of climate change on land and in coastal 

waters and conduct research on ways to mitigate climate change and pollution. 

▪ The astronomy faculty have access to the world’s finest telescopes on Maunakea and their 

goal is to have the best undergraduate astronomy program in the world. 

▪ Geology students and faculty are able to conduct research on hazards from volcanic eruptions. 

▪ Daniel K. Inouye College of Pharmacy (DKICP) faculty engage in research on natural products, 

tropical parasitic infections and health disparities in Asian and Pacific islanders. 

▪ UH Hilo faculty in the College of Agriculture, Forestry and Natural Resources Management are 

doing research on emerging bioeconomy technologies and agribusiness for the tropical Pacific. 

Some of UH Hilo’s laboratories include: 

▪ Agricultural Farm Laboratory. 110-acre farm for teaching and research. 

▪ Analytical Laboratory. Support for ecological research and water quality studies. 

▪ Daniel K Inouye College of Pharmacy Laboratories. Research laboratories include a NMR and 

mass spectrometer. 

▪ Geoarchaeology Laboratory. Non-destructive analyses of basalt a volcanic glass artifacts. 

▪ Hawaiian Medium Laboratory Schools. Hawaiian language immersion education. 

▪ Hilo Core Genetics Facility. Service laboratory with technical training sessions in genetics, DNA 

sequencing, DNA fragment separation and detection services. 

▪ Laboratory for Exercise Science. Research on human physiological, anthropometric, biometric 

systems. 

▪ Pacific Aquaculture & Coastal Research Center. Promotes excellence and innovation in 

interdisciplinary scientific research, public policy initiatives, outreach activities and education.  

▪ Scanning Electron Microscopy & Analysis Lab. Multidisciplinary lab. 

http://hilo.hawaii.edu/academics/hawn/
http://tcbes.uhh.hawaii.edu/
http://hilo.hawaii.edu/academics/astronomy/
https://hilo.hawaii.edu/depts/geology/
http://pharmacy.uhh.hawaii.edu/
http://hilo.hawaii.edu/academics/cafnrm/
http://hilo.hawaii.edu/academics/cafnrm/farm_map.php
http://hilo.hawaii.edu/~analab/
http://pharmacy.uhh.hawaii.edu/cop/ora/
http://pharmacy.uhh.hawaii.edu/cop/ora/
http://pharmacy.uhh.hawaii.edu/cop/ora/
http://pharmacy.uhh.hawaii.edu/cop/ora/
http://hilo.hawaii.edu/depts/geoarchaeology/
http://hilo.hawaii.edu/catalog/hawaiian-medium-laboratory-schools.html
http://hilo.hawaii.edu/depts/epscor/
http://hilo.hawaii.edu/uhh/faculty/gotshalk/ExerciseScienceOrganization.php
https://hilo.hawaii.edu/pacrc/
http://www.sem.uhh.hawaii.edu/
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The USDA Pacific Basin Agricultural Research Center and the US Forest Service Institute for Pacific 

Island Forestry are also located on the UH Hilo campus. 

UH Hilo’s goal is to be a university that promotes economic development by environmentally 

sound and culturally sensitive stewardship of the island’s many natural resources. The university 

prepares graduates for career opportunities on Hawai i̒ Island and is developing a generation of 

entrepreneurial scientists and engineers who will create careers and opportunities in their own 

backyard. 

Faculty across the campus have secured competitive grants, published their research in leading 

journals and are recognized for their expertise in their fields. Work in the humanities and arts both 

engages and enriches the local community. 

For more information about research at UH Hilo see hilo.hawaii.edu/keaohou/about. 

 

https://hilo.hawaii.edu/keaohou/about
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Why Students Choose UH Hilo 

Built on the coastal slopes of the world’s largest mountain and centered in the Pacific Ocean, UH 

Hilo challenges, empowers and inspires its students. As a university community, UH Hilo’s draws 

its inspiration from the people it calls ‘ohana and the island on which the university calls home. 

▪ Inspired by the ‘Āina 

In Hawai i̒, we know the land, the ‘āina, sustains us. The earth is more than a resource; it is 

our source of life. Surrounded by an incredible combination of high mountains and deep 

ocean, lush rainforest and arid fields of lava, we are inspired to understand the world through 

bold scholarship and care for our environment through responsible relationship with our living 

earth and the community of life it sustains. 

▪ Inspired by Discovery 

Our island home was discovered by courageous voyagers and their legacy inspires us to follow 

in the wake of their double-hulled canoes. A UH Hilo education is designed for discovery; from 

sea stars to supernovae, UH Hilo’s focus on hands-on learning allows students and expert 

faculty to discover the world together. Research in the field, internships with local businesses 

and organizations, small class sizes that encourage the honest exchange of ideas and 

university-supported exchange programs all come together to inspire students to discover 

their talents and passions by exploring the world. 
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▪ Inspired by Innovation 

By cultivating creativity, critical thinking and cultural understanding, UH Hilo prepares 

graduates that are ready to tackle 21st-century challenges and move the world forward. 

Whether students are restoring native forests, improving the health of our local community, 

composing powerful stories, or designing safe landing for the first manned mission to Mars, 

they take inspiration from centuries of innovation to formulate creative solutions rooted in the 

hard-earned wisdom of those that came before. 

▪ Inspired by Each Other 

The unique heritage of Hawai i̒ weaves together a lei of cultures that honors our shared 

humanity and challenges us to learn from each other and see the world through a different 

lens. UH Hilo’s dynamic programs and vibrant location draw students from across Hawai i̒, the 

Pacific and the world, creating academic and social opportunities at UH Hilo that can be found 

nowhere else on earth. 

Leadership 

Bonnie D. Irwin, Chancellor, University of Hawaiʻi at Hilo 

Bonnie D. Irwin began serving as chancellor at the University of Hawai i̒ at 

Hilo on July 1, 2019. Chancellor Irwin previously served as provost and 

vice president for academic affairs at California State University (CSU) 

Monterey Bay. 

While at CSU, Irwin served on the Regional Engagement and Research 

Council of the American Association of State Colleges and Universities and 

on the Board of Directors of the American Conference of Academic Deans. 

She is currently a National Collegiate Honors Council Fellow. 

Previously, Irwin served as a tenured professor of English specializing in world literature and 

folklore at Eastern Illinois University before moving into administration where she held positions 

as dean of the Honors College and then dean of the College of Arts and Humanities. 

Irwin has given dozens of presentations and led roundtables and panels at major higher education 

conferences on topics such as the role of honors, transforming campuses into centers of 

engagement, student success initiatives including first-year experience, student success in 

computer science, innovation in higher education and open access colleges as a pathway to 

upward mobility. 

Irwin received her master of arts in comparative literature, specializing in Latin American and 

American literatures, and her doctor of philosophy in comparative literature, specializing in 

medieval Spanish, Arabic and Portuguese literatures, from UC Berkeley. She has earned 

certificates in online instruction and student success analytics.
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Academic Affairs Organization Chart 

 

Additional organization charts for individual colleges and departments can be found at 

www.hawaii.edu/budget/oia/current/C-UNuhhvcacademic.pdf 

http://www.hawaii.edu/budget/oia/current/C-UNuhhvcacademic.pdf
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Hilo, Hawaiʻi 

Hilo, with a population of about 45,000, 

is the largest town on the Island of 

Hawai i̒, which has 185,000 residents. 

Hilo is the county seat. 

Located on the eastern side of the 

island, Hilo offers breathtaking natural 

beauty plus all the amenities of a 

vibrant town. The area is blessed with 

dramatic waterfalls, lush rainforests, 

black sand beaches and blooming 

gardens. The sun-drenched western 

side of the island offers world-class 

resorts. 

It is also home to the Hilo International 

Airport and is a convenient stop on 

your way to the Hawai i̒ Volcanoes 

National Park, located 45 minutes 

south. 

A busy farming and fishing area in 

early times, Hilo was a commercial 

center for the sugar industry until the 

1990s. Downtown Hilo was built around its crescent-shaped bay and became the seat of county 

government. The charming downtown district offers museums, art galleries, shops, restaurants 

and the thriving Hilo Farmers Market. 

Discover the area’s fascinating history at the Lyman Museum, learn about the terrifying tsunamis 

that nearly swallowed Hilo at the Pacific Tsunami Museum or head to the newly built ‘Imiloa 

Astronomy Center, a world-class attraction housed in three striking titanium cones (representing 

the three tallest mountains on the Hawai i̒ Island: Maunakea, Mauna Loa and Hualālai). 

Hilo has plenty of natural beauty and outdoor recreational activities such as paddling, surfing, 

fishing, hiking and scuba diving. The Lili‘uokalani Gardens is a peaceful respite and features 

Japanese-style fishponds, pagodas and rock gardens on its 30 acres, while Wailuku River State 

Park is home to the 80-foot Waianuenue (Rainbow Falls) and Pe’epe’e Falls. Visit the nation’s only 

rainforest zoo, Panaewa Rainforest Zoo, to see a collection of exotic plants and animals, including 

two Bengal tigers. Visitors and residents alike enjoy the various assets of Hilo and Hawai i̒ Island.  

*Adapted from gohawaii.com/islands/hawaii-big-island/regions/hilo. 

https://www.gohawaii.com/islands/hawaii-big-island/regions/kau/volcanoes-national-park
https://www.gohawaii.com/islands/hawaii-big-island/regions/kau/volcanoes-national-park
https://www.gohawaii.com/islands/hawaii-big-island/regions/hilo/hilo-farmers-market
https://www.gohawaii.com/islands/hawaii-big-island/regions/hilo/liliuokalani-gardens
https://www.gohawaii.com/islands/hawaii-big-island/regions/hilo/liliuokalani-gardens
https://www.gohawaii.com/islands/hawaii-big-island/regions/hilo/liliuokalani-gardens
https://www.gohawaii.com/islands/hawaii-big-island/regions/hilo/wailuku-river-state-park
https://www.gohawaii.com/islands/hawaii-big-island/regions/hilo/wailuku-river-state-park
https://www.gohawaii.com/islands/hawaii-big-island/regions/hilo
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Procedure for Candidacy 

All applications, nominations and inquiries are invited. Applications should include, as three 

separate documents, a CV or resume, a letter of interest addressing the themes in this profile and 

names of five professional references including title and contact information. References will not 

be contacted without prior notice to the candidate. A background check will be made prior to 

employment. Official transcript(s) showing degrees and course work applicable to the position will 

be required prior to employment. 

WittKieffer is assisting the University of Hawai i̒ at Hilo in this search. For fullest consideration, 

candidate materials should be received by March 27, 2020. 

Nominations and inquiries can be directed to: 

Zachary A. Smith, Ph.D., Shelley Arakawa, J.D. and Julia Venetos 

UHHiloVCAA@wittkieffer.com 

UH Hilo is an Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution. 

https://hilo.hawaii.edu/eeoaa/

